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Supporting Data - Historic Summary:

The history of the Miller Cabin would be no more than another episode 

in the. settlement of another mountain valley had not circumstances of time 

and locality combined to place this cabin in a strategic position insofar 

as a new and developing philosophy of Federal responsibility, and the earli 

est practical results of the application of that philosophy, were concerned.

Robert A. Miller, born in Wisconsin in 1863, had already traveled and 

lived in Nebraska, Colorado and Montana when in 1883 or '84, being about 

twenty-one or twenty-two years of age, he first came into Jackson Hole. 

This was probably a look and see trip, or he may have been working for a 

party of travelers, a government survey or a livestock outfit. At any rate, 

he must have been pleased with what he saw because, in 1885, he returned to 

take up permanent residence.

He came into the valley from the Green River, over Union Pass and 

down the Gros Ventre. He did not drive the first wagon into Jackson Hole; 

that had been done a year or two previously by slightly earlier settlers. 

But he did settle on land on Flat Creek that provided natural meadows, and 

he shortly brought in a mowing machine and cut meadow and swamp grass to 

make hay and so helped to insure his own, and his few neighbors', livestock 

against starvation during the long, severe Jackson Hole winters. Also, he 

helped to pioneer a new and shorter wagon route, Teton Pass, leading to 

outside civilization and is credited by some of the valley's old-timers 

with driving the first team and wagon over that pass in the year 1897.
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Miller's land on Flat Creek was a good producer of hay crops and so 

of cattle. He, himself, was evidently a good manager. In 1901 he helped 

to plat and organize the Town of Jackson. He later became president of 

the bank and, starting in 1920, Mrs. Miller was Mayor of Jackson for two 

terms.

Insofar as has been related to this point, there is nothing about the 

Miller Cabin Historic Site, except perhaps the late date of the settlement 

of the entire valley, that is out of the way or unusual. Mr. Miller was 

evidently an unusually capable man who played an important part in the 

settlement of a high mountain area -- an area even a little more difficult 

for the making of a pioneer livelihood than the average arid-land locality. 

But what was done by the pioneers there was actually little different than 

what had been done earlier in other mountain valleys of Montana, Wyoming 

and Colorado. The unusual thing was the place (the magnificent scenery) 

and the lateness of the time (when the federal government was finally 

awakening to the plundering of natural resources).

Aside from these two factors, the scenery and the late date, the his 

tory of the Miller Cabin Site is only important to the locality or, at the 

very outside, to the State of Wyoming. The building of the place, the 

hardships of its master and his contemporaries, the long winters and the 

short summers, these were all things duplicated in dozens of other moun 

tain valley settlements. On the strength of his accomplishment, the cabin 

site is worthy of consideration for nomination as a state or local historic 

site.
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But when consideration is given to the two exceptions -- the scenery 

and the late date -- and what these exceptions provided to make the Miller 

Site itself an exception, then we discover Miller's Cabin coming into focus 

as a site of national importance.

The fact that Jackson Hole was very late in settlement, possibly the 

very last valley in all the mountain states of Colorado, Utah, Idaho, 

Montana and Wyoming, is not surprising. Wyoming, whose mountains were 

singularly lacking in at least easy access precious metals, generally lagged 

behind the other regional states in settlements owing their existence to 

the mining industry. And all of northwestern Wyoming, being far removed 

from the two main transcontinental travel routes -- the Union Pacific and, 

later, the Northern Pacific -- lagged behind the rest of the state in set 

tlement and development. Thus, it was the late 1870's and early 1880's 

before any recognizable settlements began to show themselves in the Big 

Horn Basin and, on the other side of the divide, in Jackson Hole; that phe 

nomenon was even another half decade in making its appearance.

This late date is significant because it meant that, when nearly the 

entirety of the rest of the nation's continental expanse had so suffered 

from the depredations of uncontrolled exploitation that at last the federal 

government was aroused to action, the area bordering on the east and south 

of the Yellowstone Park -- including Jackson Hole -- was still a recogniz 

able, essentially virgin and unspoiled, remnant of continental wilderness.

In the foregoing, then, are discovered the ingredients for a fascinat 

ing chapter of American history -- the conservation movement. Those ingred 

ients were and, in varying degrees, remain: (one) a national conscience
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beginning to register twinges of failing health stemming from rapacious- 

ness and signaled from every section and extremity of settled land; (two) 

a citizenry accustomed to grabbing and converting nature's bounties without 

differentiation between capital and revenue and certainly not yet ready to 

relinquish what was taken and/or held through either legal or extra-legal 

means; and (three) a small amount of capital -- a remnant of continental 

wilderness--which had so far escaped any grasping hand. Almost certainly, 

it was predictable how these three ingredients would mix to form a com 

pound -- at the beginning only the first and third mixing at all, and even 

now, decades later, the second mixing slowly and reluctantly under appli 

cation of every possible artful persuasion and legal force. Thus, we have 

a movement which, though now well entered into its second half century, 

has not yet managed to outgrow many of the aspects of infancy.

Clearly a reluctant government, pressured to enact and enforce con 

servation measures on the one side and disputed, every step, by the forces 

of reaction and avarice on the other side, found it prudent to search out 

those places where it could apply the will of the first without too great 

a protest from the latter. What better places could be found than the 

last vestiges of continental wilderness? And so, but even there in only 

a foot dragging manner, the Jackson Hole Country became a practicing 

ground for the conservation movement.

The history of concern for forests and forest products by the United 

States Government is a long one -- starting with an act of February 25, 

1799, to protect and acquire live-oak reserves pertinent to naval construc 

tion. But, continuing throughout nearly all of the 19th century, any efforts
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to afford federal protection to the forests of the land fell before the 

objections voiced by the champions of the all-dominant philosophy of pri 

vate enterprise. Finally, on March 3, 1891, a fundamental timber preser 

vation act was passed, of which the most important section allowed the 

President of the United States to set apart and reserve public lands 

"wholly or in part covered with timber or undergrowth." Within two years' 

time President Harrison had withdrawn more than 17,000,000 acres of which 

by far the largest block, more than 6,000,000 acres, made up the Yellow- 

stone Timber Land Reserve surrounding Yellowstone National Park. However, 

action was pretty well confined to the establishment of these withdrawals, 

and money was not appropriated for administration and protection. So, 

matters rested with authority for these reserves under the General Land 

Office in the Department of the Interior. While the government procras 

tinated, conditions were rapidly deteriorating on the Yellowstone Timber 

Land Reserve. Most of this deterioration was due to unrestricted live 

stock grazing and the practice of burning off timber stands to provide 

more grass and browse growth. By 1900 conditions were so bad as to arouse 

the concern of Mr, A. A. Anderson, an influential gentleman who, besides 

maintaining residences in New York and Paris, had a third one on the Upper 

Greybull River in Wyoming, the last named being located on the edge of the 

Timber Land Reserve to the east of Yellowstone Park. Mr. Anderson went 

directly to Washington with his problem and to President Roosevelt, with 

whom he was personally acquainted.

The result of Anderson's consultation with the President was an 

order to the Secretary of the Interior to create an administration for
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the Yellowstone Timber Land Reserve -- incidentally, also a new title, 

Yellowstone Forest Reserve -- and to appoint Mr. Anderson as the first 

Forest Superintendent.

In the year 1902, A. A. Anderson, undoubtedly owing to his direct 

connection with the President, possessed what amounted to practically 

carte blanche in his administration of the Yellowstone Forest Reserve. 

He set his headquarters at his ranch on the Greybull and carved the For 

est into four chief administrative divisions -- the Shoshone, Absaroka, 

Wind River and Teton.

The Teton Division was the area immediately south and southwest of 

Yellowstone National Park and was essentially what the Teton National For 

est is today. Mr. Anderson also created a ranger force and an administra 

tive control over it. As chief administrator of the Teton Division he 

chose Robert Miller, and Mr. Miller's headquarters were at his own home. 

Thus, in 1903, two years before the beginnings of the modern national for 

est service in the Department of Agriculture, the first Teton Forest Head 

quarters was at the Miller Cabin in Jackson Hole, Wyoming.

In 1905 President Theodore Roosevelt, with the aid of Gifford Pinchot, 

planned the reorganization of the government's efforts toward forest con 

servation which were then scattered through four bureaus in two depart 

ments. Owing to political pressures in the legislative branch, it wasn't 

possible to get this reorganization bill past the Interior Department Com 

mittees. Roosevelt, by a political trick, succeeded in getting the reor 

ganization passed in an Agriculture Department bill. Due to this fact, the
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modern Forest Service, as it is known today, is the only large administra 

tor of federal lands outside of the Departments of the Interior and Defense. 

But the Forest Service of 1905 followed many of the divisions and proced 

ures Mr, Anderson had set up under the Department of the Interior. Among 

those divisions is the 1968 Teton National Forest with headquarters at 

Jackson, Wyoming, only three or four miles from its original headquarters 

in Robert Miller's Cabin and within the corporate limits of the town Mr. 

Miller had helped to plat in the year 1901.

If the conservation movement got off to a slow start and was subjected 

to many delays in the protection of forests, it was even slower and had 

more trouble in trying to protect the wild animals that lived in or on 

those forests. But one of the first, and easily most important when mea 

sured in terms of national public interest, was the effort to save the great 

Jackson Hole Elk Herd. This herd of elk probably originally consisted of 

two main branches, one that wintered in the valley -- at least a part of 

them on the lands that Robert Miller and other settlers took up for ranch 

locations; the second branch migrated -- via the Gros Ventre River -- to 

the Green River and all the way on out to the Red Desert in search of win 

ter pasturage. This latter route was through Union Pass, and when settle 

ment fences on the Upper Green River effectively closed this route all the 

elk that had used it began to join those that had wintered on the Gros 

Ventre and Flat Creek in Jackson Hole. At the same time, the amount of 

available winter forage here was reduced by cattle belonging to the new 

Jackson Hole settlements. Reports, varying to some extent from year to
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year, indicated that from ten to twenty thousand elk faced annual winter 

starvation rations and during severe winters a great fraction of the herd 

died.

The Honorable S. N. Leek, another early (1888-89?) settler in the val 

ley and one of the first capable wild life photographers, took up his cud 

gel on behalf of the Wapiti. He wrote to the sportsmen's magazines and he 

sent them pictures of starving animals (Outdoor Life issues running through 

the years 1909, 1910 and 1911 were seldom without some copy from S. N. 

Leek) and he took himself and his pictures and went on the lecture circuit 

throughout major centers of population. He had himself elected to the Wyo 

ming Legislature and he interested the state government in the Jackson Hole 

elk problem. He got results on a national scale and on a state scale; he 

found government support and he found support from private individuals and 

organizations. He created a ferment which went beyond national boundaries, 

attracted worldwide comment and helped to bring about international thought 

and planning concerning wild creatures, wherever found.

First results were monies, state and federal, with which to purchase 

winter feed for the Wapiti* And then, in 1912, the creation of a National 

Elk Refuge initially started from almost 2,000 acres of Robert Miller land 

and had for its first headquarters the Robert Miller Cabin. Subsequent con 

tinuous work by the state and federal government, and by such private soci 

eties as the Isaac Walton League of America, has resulted in a greatly ex 

panded refuge and a healthy and balanced herd of some ten to twelve thou 

sand Wapiti. Today, in 1968, the headquarters of the National Elk Refuge --
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the first large federal refuge for large wildlife animals in America -- 

has been moved just to the town limits of Jackson and about one mile south 

west of the Miller Cabin.

But that Cabin still stands, the home of a pioneer mountain valley 

settler; the first seat of administration for one of the earliest of our 

National Forests; and the first seat of administration for the first major 

federal refuge for a major species of North American Wildlife -- a site, 

therefore, which saw much of the field planning and administration of prac 

tical work for the earliest national attempts in two branches of the Con 

servation Movement -- Forestry and Wildlife Management. Thus, it is a site 

eminently qualified for consideration of nomination to the National Register 

as a National Historic Landmark.
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